[The dynamics of individual preference in the probability and value of reinforcement in the development of experimental neurosis].
After single and repeated negative emotiogenic (neuroticizing) influences in phlegmatics and cholerics in a situation with different probability and value of reinforcement a change of behaviour strategy takes place--from the preference of a reinforcement of higher probability but worse quality to that of low probability but valuable. Strategy of behaviour of sanguinics and melancholics remains unchanged with the preference of a reinforcement of low probability but better quality. The greatest sensibility to negative emotiogenic influence (a conflict situation) was established in phlegmatics and the lowest sensibility--in sanguinics. The obtained data are discussed from the positions of P. V. Simonov's concept on the four brain macrostructures (the hippocampus, amygdala, hypothalamus, and the frontal cortex) in the aspect of significance of the level of their functioning and interaction for the pathogenesis of neuroses.